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1 Introduction 

This guideline defines the placement and mounting requirements for variable speed limit signs (VSLS) 

and variable speed limit and lane control signs (VSL / LCS) on motorways, long bridges and in 

tunnels. 

2 Scope 

2.1 In scope 

This guideline defines the requirements for VSLS and VSL / LCS necessary to implement a variable 

speed limit zone and lane control on motorways, long bridges and in tunnels. This guideline defines 

the placement of electronic variable speed limit signs as described in the Queensland Manual of 

Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) Part 4 Speed controls. 

This guideline defines the requirements for the permanent: 

i) placement of VSLS and VSL / LCS, and 

ii) mounting arrangements for VSLS and VSL / LCS. 

This guideline shall be read in conjunction with all relevant technical standards – in particular, the 

technical specification for Provision of Variable Speed Limit and Lane Control Signs (MRTS206). 

2.2 Out of scope 

This guideline does not define the placement of static variable speed limit signs (for example, school 

zones) and changing message variable speed limit signs as described in MUTCD Part 4 Speed 

Controls. 

This guideline does not define the placement of electronic VSLS or VSL / LCS for: 

i) arterial roads (including school zones and other special speed zones), and 

ii) work zones. Refer to MUTCD Part 3 Traffic control for works on roads and the Traffic and 

Road Use Management manual, the Queensland Guide to Traffic Management and relevant 

guidelines for the use of permanent variable speed limit and lane control signs in construction 

and maintenance work areas on motorways. 

This guideline does not define the placement of: 

i) lane control for the purposes of tidal flow, and 

ii) dynamic lane use signs for the purpose of designating special purpose lanes: that is, transit 

lanes. 

This guideline does not define the procedure for determining the maximum posted speed limit of a 

road. Refer to Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD): Part 4 Speed controls. 

2.3 References 

The following documents should be considered in conjunction with this document. 

• The Queensland Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), and 

− Part 1 General information and sign illustration 

− Part 3 Traffic control for works on roads 

https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/Manual-of-uniform-traffic-control-devices/
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/Manual-of-uniform-traffic-control-devices/
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/Specifications/Specifications-Index
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/Traffic-and-Road-Use-Management-manual/Volume-3
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/Traffic-and-Road-Use-Management-manual/Volume-3
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/Queensland-Guide-to-Traffic-Management
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/Manual-of-uniform-traffic-control-devices.aspx
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− Part 4 Speed controls 

− Part 14 Traffic signals 

• Traffic Control (TC) signs 

• Transport and Main Roads Technical Specification MRTS206 Provision of Variable Speed 

Limit and Lane Control Signs 

• Road Planning and Design Manual (2nd edition) Vol. 5 Intelligent Transport Systems 

• Transport and Main Roads’ ITS Placement Guideline 

• Transport and Main Roads’ Engineering Policy EP149 Managed Motorways 

• Austroads Guide to Smart Motorways. 

For further details, please contact Director (Active Network Operations) in Engineering and 

Technology Branch via email at ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au. 

3 Background 

3.1 Variable speed limit zones 

A VSL zone may be applied on a motorway, long bridge or in a tunnel to allow a reduction in the 

posted speed limit at times when road safety and performance are compromised, and where fulltime 

lower static speed limits are inappropriate. The variable speed limit zone is implemented through the 

use of VSLS and selected static signs. 

The main objectives of a VSL zone are to control the posted speed limit within the zone to: 

i) manage the operating speed and, thus, optimise the traffic flow rates by reducing the 

probability of flow breakdown and congestion 

ii) if congestion occurs, manage the operating speed of traffic approaching and departing the 

congestion to restore the optimal flow rate as quickly as practicable 

iii) reduce the likelihood of traffic crashes (especially secondary crashes) by reducing the speed 

of vehicles as they approach an incident, traffic queue or stoppage 

iv) reduce the speed differentials between mainline traffic and entrance ramp traffic to improve 

safety and help prevent traffic flow breakdown 

v) minimise the potential risk of injury to the public and emergency personnel at incidents or 

workers during maintenance / construction by reducing the speed limit approaching and 

passing through the site, and 

vi) manage safety during poor weather or road conditions by reducing the speed limit to an 

appropriate speed for the prevailing conditions. 

Variable speed limits are used in the management of two types of traffic congestion as defined in 

Table 3.1. 

https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/TC-signs
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/Specifications/Specifications-Index
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/Road-planning-and-design-manual-2nd-edition.aspx
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/ITS-placement-guideline
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/Engineering-policies
https://austroads.com.au/network-operations/network-management/guide-to-smart-motorways
mailto:ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au
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Table 3.1 – Management of traffic congestion using variable speed limits 

Type of congestion Example of conditions 

Recurrent • Regular periods of congestion where throughput, safety and 
emissions could be improved, or 

• where the performance of the road consistently changes depending 
on the time of day. 

Non-recurrent • Congestion due to incidents 

• maintenance / construction activities 

• inclement weather, or 

• special events. 

3.2 Variable speed limit signs 

VSLS are regulatory signs as defined by the Transport Operations (Road Use Management – Road 

Rules) Regulation 2009. The sign shall appear similar in layout to the speed restriction sign (R4-1), 

except with illuminated white numerals within an illuminated red annulus on a black background. 

3.3 Lane control 

Lane control may be used to close lanes on motorways, long bridges or in tunnels, in response to 

traffic incidents to improve safety. 

The main objectives of lane control are to: 

i) promptly close lanes to improve the safety of individuals impacted by, or responding to, an 

incident and to minimise the likelihood of secondary incidents 

ii) complement traffic control during maintenance (see Queensland MUTCD Part 3 for the use of 

permanent variable speed limit and lane control signs in construction and maintenance work 

areas on motorways for details) 

iii) change lane allocations or function during works or incidents, and 

iv) restrict lane use to facilitate safe enforcement operations where interception sites are 

provided. 

Lane control shall be considered: 

i) for enforcement purposes if it is required by Queensland Police Service (QPS) 

ii) for carriageways that do not meet the minimum specified design requirements: for example, 

narrow lanes or inadequate shoulder width 

iii) if the variable speed limit zone is located on the critical structure: for example, bridges, tunnels 

iv) for specific operational and maintenance requirements if it is identified by the road authorities 

who manage the facilities 

v) for specific physical / geometric constraints where the road authority decide that lane control is 

required. 

Refer to Section 11 Selection of a gantry type for lane use management system, variable speed limit 

signs and other signs as a reference tool for mounting considerations. 

https://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/
https://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/
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• Devices must be able to be accessed and maintained effectively from the overpass. 

• The whole-of-life evaluation includes the cost of the gantry, the cost of maintenance of the 

gantry and devices and the cost of traffic control for the road closure if required. A walk-on 

gantry is required if the devices cannot be maintained from the road. 

• If the base of the gantry cannot be accessed with a vehicle parking space, then the devices 

and structure will need to be maintained using a cherry picker from the ground. 

• The decision to maintain the gantry from the road will require a whole-of-life evaluation of 

the cost of the gantry, the cost of maintenance of the gantry and devices and the cost of 

traffic control for the road closure if required 

3.4 Lane control signs 

The lane control signs are regulatory signs as defined by Queensland MUTCD Part 14 and the 

Transport Operations (Road Use Management) Act 1995 (TORUM). They comprise: 

i) a green or white arrow or a speed limit sign to indicate the lane is open 

ii) a flashing red cross to indicate the lane is closing 

iii) a red cross to indicate the lane is closed. 

In general, only hybrid VSL / LCS are used where speed display indicates the lane is open. Lane 

control signs are incorporated as part of the variable speed limit signs as discussed in 

Section 3.5 Integration of variable speed limit signs and lane control signs. 

Advice shall be sought from Director (Active Network Operations), Engineering & Technology, 

Transport and Main Roads via email at ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au to display standalone 

lane control signs. 

3.5 Integration of variable speed limit signs and lane control signs 

A VSL / LCS integrates both variable speed limit and lane control displays into one sign for use on 

motorways, long bridges or in tunnels. The VSL / LCS is installed on an overhead structure, one sign 

per lane, to control each lane of the mainline carriageway. 

The concept of operation of VSL / LCS is shown in Figure 3.5 for each display, where: 

i) the lane is open to all traffic at the indicated posted speed limit when a variable speed limit is 

displayed above the lane 

ii) the lane is soon to close to all traffic when a flashing red cross is displayed above the lane 

iii) the lane is closed to all traffic when a red cross is displayed above the lane, and 

iv) the lane will remain closed until a downstream VSL / LCS displays a speed limit above that 

lane or a lane control ends sign (TC9060) is placed after the last downstream VSL / LCS (see 

Section 5.2 Exit point from a variable speed limit and lane control zone). 

The variable speed limit component of the VSL / LCS shall meet the regulatory requirements as 

defined in Section 3.2 Variable speed limit signs previously. The lane control component consists of a 

red cross that meets the regulatory requirements of Section 3.5(ii) previously. 

mailto:ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/TC-signs
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In addition, the VSL / LCS shall be capable of displaying a left and a right arrow diagonally upwards. A 

pointing arrow indicates that drivers can follow the direction of the arrow and exit the motorway using 

the nearest exit ramp. 

Figure 3.5 – Concept of operation of Variable Speed Limit / Lane Control Signs 

 

4 Display 

4.1 Variable speed limit signs 

Section 21 of the Transport Operations (Road Use Management – Road Rules) Regulation 2009 

provides for a permitted variation of the standard speed restriction sign in the form of a variable 

illuminated speed limit sign. 

The VSLS shall be in accordance with TC1785. All variations from this section shall be approved by 

the Active Network Operations Unit of Transport and Main Roads: email at 

ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au. 

A light emitting display for the VSLS shall be implemented using light emitting diode (LED) technology 

as shown in Figure 4.2(a) and shall comply with the following: 

i) White LEDs shall be used for the numerals 

ii) the red annulus shall comprise red LEDs: the inner part of the annulus shall flash so as to 

highlight to drivers that the regulatory speed is that other than the default speed limit, and 

iii) the flashing annulus of all signs at the same site shall flash in synchronisation. 

4.2 Variable speed limit   lane control signs 

The variable speed limit component of the VSL / LCS shall comply with the requirements of 

Section 4.1 Variable speed limit signs previously. 

https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/TC-signs
mailto:ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au
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The VSL / LCS shall be in accordance with TC1792 and capable of displaying a solid and flashing 

cross as per Figure 4.2(a). All variations from this section shall be approved by the Active Network 

Operations Unit of Transport and Main Roads: email at ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au. 

It is required that the VSL / LCS also include the ability to display two white arrows as shown in 

Figure 4.2(b). All variations from this section shall be approved by Active Network Operations of 

Transport and Main Roads: email at ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au. The arrows shall 

comply with the following: 

i) left arrows can only be displayed in the kerbside (left-most) lane(s), immediately upstream of a 

left-hand side (LHS) exit ramp and right arrows can only be displayed in the 

median (right-most) lane(s), immediately upstream of a right-hand side (RHS) exit ramp 

ii) arrows shall not be displayed in lanes that do not have provision for traffic to exit 

iii) arrows shall not be displayed in lanes other than those closest to the exit ramp, and 

iv) arrows cannot be used to instruct traffic to merge into another mainline lane. Arrows can only 

be used to direct traffic to exit the motorway. 

Figure 4.2(a) – Variable speed limit and lane control signs 

 

Variable speed limit Lane control sign 

Figure 4.2(b) – Sign displays 

 

Sign display for an open left-hand side 
exit during kerbside lane closure 

Sign display for open right-hand side exit during 
median lane closure 

https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/TC-signs
mailto:ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au
mailto:ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au
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5 Sign placement 

5.1 Exit points from a variable speed limit zone 

Static speed restriction signs shall be provided at all exit points from a variable speed limit 

zone (including on the mainline carriageways and at each exit ramp). 

Static speed restriction signs shall be installed in accordance with Part 4 of the MUTCD. 

Fixed speed zone on the mainline carriageway shall be established prior to an entry ramp. Placement 

of a speed restriction sign R4-1 should allow suitable acceleration distance for the mainline traffic prior 

to interacting with entering traffic. 

Exit points on the mainline road shall be a distance downstream from the last VSLS consistent with 

the maximum VSLS length (described as spacing in Section 5.3 Variable speed limit signs and 

variable speed limit / lane control signs on motorway and long bridge carriageways). 

5.2 Exit point from a variable speed limit and lane control zone 

Further to Section 5.1 Exit points from a variable speed limit zone, mainline exit points from a lane 

control zone shall be designated by a static Lane Control Ends sign (TC9060 as shown in Figure 5.2). 

TC9060 shall be installed downstream from the last VSL / LCS on the mainline carriageway and 

should be installed at a distance consistent with the average spacing guidelines (Section 5.3 Variable 

speed limit signs and variable speed limit / lane control signs on motorway and long bridge 

carriageways) of VSL / LCS on that mainline carriageway. 

TC9060 should be installed prior to the exit ramp, immediately downstream of the last VSL / LCS to 

allow sufficient safe merge distance of traffic from the furthermost lane to the exit and where a 

minimum VSL / LCS length (described as spacing in Section 5.3 Variable speed limit signs and 

variable speed limit / lane control signs on motorway and long bridge carriageways) between TC9060 

and the last VSL / LCS cannot be achieved, it is permitted to place TC9060 after the exit ramp. 

Installing a TC9060 downstream from an exit will restrict the ability of the VSLS and/or LCS to reopen 

lane(s) to allow drivers to exit. 

Static speed restriction signs R4-1 shall be provided after the lane control ends sign and their 

placement shall be in accordance with Section 5.1 Exit points from a variable speed limit zone. 

Longitudinal placement of all signs shall be in accordance with Part 1 of the Queensland MUTCD and 

the TC signs database. 

https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/Manual-of-uniform-traffic-control-devices.aspx
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/TC-signs
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Figure 5.2 – TC9060 LANE CONTROL ENDS sign 

5.3 Variable speed limit signs and variable speed limit / lane control signs on motorway 

and long bridge carriageways 

VSLS or VSL / LCS shall be placed after the entry points to the variable speed limit zone to reinforce 

the current posted speed limit. The spacing between mainline variable speed limit signs (VSLS or 

VSL / LCS) shall be between 400 and 600 meters. The average spacing shall be 500 metres, the 

maximum spacing for VSLS shall not exceed 1000 meters. 

A VSLS or VSL / LCS is required downstream of a motorway entrance ramp to reinforce the variable 

speed limit to drivers as they enter a VSL zone. Entering a motorway provides a high workload for 

drivers in terms of accelerating to the posted speed limit, merging with mainline traffic and observing 

the road conditions ahead; therefore, it is necessary to provide this reinforcement after any 

acceleration and merging has been completed and the driver is comfortable within the motorway 

environment. To reinforce the speed limit, a VSLS or VSL / LCS shall be provided 200 to 400 metres 

beyond the end of a motorway entry ramp taper (for both taper and parallel merges). For some parallel 

merges, this distance may vary according to the site conditions; however, if the design does not 

comply with this section, advice shall be sought from Active Network Operations of Transport and 

Main Roads: email at ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au. Where an added lane results at an 

entrance ramp, the VSLS or VSL / LCS is to be located 200 to 400 metres downstream of the painted 

gore area. 

It is not permitted to place VSLS or VSL / LCS in a merge or diverge taper. Advice may be sought 

from Active Network Operations of Transport and Main Roads: email at 

ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au to place VSLS or VSL / LCS in an added parallel lane. 

It is not permitted to place a single repeater VSLS in a road environment with VSL / LCS. Advice for 

inclusion of single repeater VSLS may be sought from Active Network Operations of Transport and 

Main Roads: email at ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au. 

Default speed limit static signs are not required on repeater VSLS or VSL / LCS. 

5.4 Repeater variable speed limit / lane control signs in tunnels 

Repeater VSL / LCS shall be placed after the entry points to the tunnel to reinforce the current posted 

speed limit. 

The spacing adopted is site-specific, such that motorists are able to view at least one downstream 

sign at all times; therefore, the adopted spacing will depend on the sight distance to signs. The 

maximum spacing shall be 240 metres. 

mailto:ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au
mailto:ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au
mailto:ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au
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For side-mounted VSLS (for tunnels where the lane control function is not required), the maximum 

spacing shall be same as surface road as per MUTCD Part 4 requirements. 

Default speed limit static signs shall not be provided on repeater VSL / LCS. 

5.5 Change of maximum posted speed of road 

Changes in the road geometry or road function may require a change to the maximum posted speed 

limit in variable speed limit zones. In these circumstances, a new default speed limit sign (TC1568) 

shall be installed in conjunction with the VSLS or VSL / LCS immediately upstream from the change. 

5.6 Colocation of other signage with variable speed limit / lane control signs 

On motorways or long bridges, it may be attractive to designers to collocate other signage (such as 

static signage and variable message signs) on the same gantries as VSL / LCS. Designers shall be 

aware of the amount of information presented to drivers at a single location. As such, the Active 

Network Operations of Transport and Main Roads: email at ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au 

may require the designer to undertake driver behaviour and comprehension studies prior to a decision 

being made about collocation. 

Generally, in order to achieve optimal operational outcomes, lane-based static direction 

signs (provided 500 m prior to major decision points) should be collocated with VSL / LCS. Advice 

shall be sought from Active Network Operations of Transport and Main Roads: email at 

ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au where this is not possible. 

Non-lane-based static direction signs (provided at a nominal distance of 1000 m prior to major 

decision points) may be collocated with VSL / LCS in accordance with the requirements of the 

Austroads Guide to Traffic Management and the Collocation of gantry-mounted variable speed limit 

signs with static and monochrome variable message signs guideline. 

Variable message signs may be collocated with VSL / LCS in accordance with the requirements of the 

Austroads Guide to Traffic Management and the Transport and Main Roads Collocation of gantry-

mounted variable speed limit signs with static and monochrome variable message signs guideline. 

It is not permitted to collocate any signage other than that described previously (either static or 

variable) with VSL / LCS. 

5.7 System interchanges 

At system interchanges, where two connecting motorways are controlled by variable speed limits, the 

number of VSLS to be provided on the interchange ramps shall be the same as the requirement for 

static signage (refer to MUTCD Part 4). Where the EXIT SPEED sign (W1-9-1) is required, it shall be 

replaced with VSLS. 

6 Maximum and minimum speed displays 

VSLS and VSL / LCS shall be capable of displaying speeds in increments of 10 km/h between a 

minimum of 20 km/h and a maximum of 110 km/h. These speeds are in accordance with the range 

permitted in MUTCD Part 4 Speed Controls but are not absolute. During planning and design for 

VSLS and VSL / LCS on a specific road, MUTCD requirements and operational strategies shall be 

considered. 

https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/TC-signs
mailto:ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au
mailto:ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au
https://austroads.com.au/network-operations/network-management/guide-to-traffic-management
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/Queensland-Guide-to-Traffic-Management
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/Queensland-Guide-to-Traffic-Management
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7 Mounting arrangements 

On motorways and long bridges, Table 7 shall be used to determine appropriate mounting 

arrangements for VSLS and VSL / LCS. The details for side and overhead structure mountings are 

contained in sections 7.1 Side-mounted and 7.2 Overhead structure mounting of this guideline. 

For major diverge of parallel carriageway, refer to Transport and Main Roads’ ITS Placement 

Guideline. 

For mounting arrangements in tunnels, refer to Section 7.3 Tunnels of this guideline. 

Table 7 – Mounting arrangements 

Number of lanes (entry ramp 

or carriageway) 
VSLS or VSL/LC 

Mounting arrangement 

required 

1 VSLS Side-mounted 

2–5 VSLS Side-mounted 

 VSL/LC Overhead structure 

6 or more VSL/LC Overhead structure 

7.1 Side-mounted 

On single-lane entry ramps, a single VSLS shall be located on the left side of the ramp. On entry 

ramps with two or more lanes, a VSLS shall be located on each side of the ramp, opposite 

one another. While they are usually located in pairs, the signs may be separated longitudinally by up 

to 200 m. 

On motorways and long bridges with two or more lane carriageways where lane control is not 

required, VSLS shall be located on each side of the carriageway, opposite one another. While they are 

usually located in pairs, the signs may be separated longitudinally by up to 200 m. 

On motorways, the VSLS shall be mounted on poles and set into the ground or mounted in concrete 

barriers. Poles may only be installed in concrete barriers if the clearances comply with the working 

widths as specified in the Austroads Guide to Road Design. 

On long bridges, the VSLS shall be mounted on the bridge structure such that errant vehicles sliding 

along the barrier cannot come into contact with the sign. 

On entry ramps with variable speed limits and ramp metering, the VSLS shall be located downstream 

of the ramp metering stop line. Spacing between signs shall comply with the Queensland MUTCD. 

The VSLS using pole mounting arrangements shall be in accordance with Figure 7.1. The VSLS 

pole-mounted installation shall include the installation of a safety barrier if the sign supports are 

located within the clear zone (refer to Road Planning and Design Manual). 

As a minimum, size C VSLS (TC1785) signs shall be installed. 

https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/ITS-placement-guideline
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/ITS-placement-guideline
https://austroads.com.au/safety-and-design/road-design/guide-to-road-design
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/Road-planning-and-design-manual-2nd-edition.aspx
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/TC-signs
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Figure 7.1 – Concept drawing for pole-mounted variable speed limit sign with supplementary 

static default sign (where applicable) 

7.2 Overhead structure mounting 

On motorways and long bridges, overhead structure mounting is required when lane control is 

required. The VSL / LCS shall be located on an overhead structure, with one sign located over the 

centre of each lane, in accordance with Figure 3.5. 
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The overhead structure may be either an overpass structure or a gantry. As a minimum, 

size C VSL / LCS (TC1792), size as defined in Part 4 of the MUTCD, shall be installed. The VSL / LCS 

overhead structure shall include: 

i) minimum vertical clearance for heavy and oversize vehicles 

ii) a safety barrier if the overhead structure supports are located within the clear zone 

iii) in liaison with enforcement authorities, provision to mount and operate speed enforcement 

devices, and 

iv) protection from vandalism and unwanted public access to equipment especially where signs 

are mounted on bridges with pedestrian access. 

Lightweight gantries may be used as an overhead structure on bridges and where it is impracticable to 

provide shoulders or parking facilities for maintenance personnel. The decision to adopt a light or 

heavyweight gantry is a business decision at design stage. 

7.3 Tunnels 

In tunnels, entry ramp signs may be located overhead and may be integrated with lane control signs 

where required to sign a tunnel closure. 

The VSL / LCS shall be mounted centrally above each lane as shown in Figure 3.5 except signs are 

roof-mounted instead of gantry-mounted. 

Where tunnel height is insufficient to install VSL / LCS overhead, advice shall be sought from Active 

Network Operations of Transport and Main Roads: email at ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au. 

Note: It may be possible to protrude part of the sign above the signage allocation into the duct, ventilation or 

luminary space. 

As a minimum, size B VSL / LCS (TC1792_1) shall be installed in tunnels. This sign may be used as a 

repeater sign or to change the speed limit. Where specific constraints prevent the tunnel 

accommodating this size sign, the designer and Principal may consider a smaller size display. Prior to 

fabrication, the specifics of this smaller display shall be submitted to the Transport and Main Roads 

Representative for consideration and advice from Active Network Operations of Transport and Main 

Roads: email at ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au. 

8 Enforcement of variable speed limits 

Enforcement of variable speed limits is essential to ensure compliance of the system. Enforcement 

requirements, including site-specific warrants, methods of enforcement and the impact on various 

aspects of the motorway design, shall be addressed on a project-by-project basis and in conjunction 

with the Customer, Traffic Engineering Technology and Systems, Engineering & Technology, 

Transport and Main Roads and Land Transport Safety Directorate of Transport and Main Roads, and 

QPS. 

9 Associated Intelligent Transport System devices 

It is recommended that closed circuit television (CCTV) is provided such that all VSLS or 

VSL / LCS displays are visible to Traffic Management Centre (TMC) operators both night and day. 

mailto:ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/TC-signs
mailto:ET_TETS_ANO_Allstaff@tmr.qld.gov.au
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Mainline vehicle detector sites should be located with each VSLS and VSL / LCS, in accordance with 

Transport and Main Roads TRUM Volume 4 ITS and Electrical Technology Part 2 Road Lighting 

Maintenance. 

Weather monitoring stations may also be considered as an input for STREAMS under either manual 

or automatic control. 

VSLS and VSL / LCS relating to tunnels should consider Queensland Guide to Traffic Management 

Part 9 Transport control systems – strategies and operations for information in relation to traffic 

management practices for tunnel closures. 

10 Considerations of future upgrade projects 

If future upgrade projects are planned for a section of road where VSLS or VSL / LCS is being 

designed, road designers need to take into consideration the future road geometry when determining 

the location and mounting arrangements for VSLS and VSL / LCS. 

11 Selection of a gantry type for lane use management system, variable speed limit 

signs and other signs 

Selection of the appropriate gantry type is based on functional requirements. In general, gantries 

extend from one side of the carriageway or road to the other side (of the carriageway or road). There 

are other ways of supporting signs; for example, side mounted on posts, on an overpass structure, 

lightweight gantry structure. 

This section refers to the traditional gantries, although there needs to be continued innovation to 

design and use systems that reduce the cost of construction, maintenance of the gantry and the 

devices and signs installed on the gantry. 

In selecting a gantry type, designers need to consider its function. 

1. Are cameras and other devices going to be used for enforcement? 

Enforcement devices require gantries to be stiffer and to limit both deflection and vibration. 

Cameras for automated number plate recognition (ANPR) systems that are used for tracking 

vehicle movements may not need the same restriction of gantry deflection if not used for 

enforcement. 

2. What are the types of signs that will be supported by the gantry? 

The number and type of signs will affect the strength of the gantry; for instance, whether there 

will be VSL / LC, or VSLS signs alone, whether there will be static signs or changeable 

message signs installed as well. 

3. Is there a need for power and communication links to be taken across the road or 

carriageway? 

This may require a gantry when other mountings may have been satisfactory. 

4. Can the maintenance of the gantry and devices it carries be maintained using a cherry picker 

or must the gantry be a ‘walk-on’ type? 

Other gantry types in the vicinity may also influence this decision. If there are a number of 

other gantries that are maintained from below, and if several gantries can have their 

https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/Traffic-and-Road-Use-Management-manual/Volume-4
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/Queensland-Guide-to-Traffic-Management
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Technical-standards-publications/Queensland-Guide-to-Traffic-Management
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maintenance at the one time, then this may affect the decision. The whole-of-life costs of the 

system need to be identified. 

5. Can the gantry be secure from trespassers? 

This decision may not affect the type of gantry, but it does affect its configuration. 

The following flow chart lists the important decisions in selecting a gantry type. 

Figure 11 – Selection of a gantry type 
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